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Abstract. Does trade within a country affect welfare and productivity? What are the
magnitude and consequences of costs to such trade? To answer these questions, we exploit
unique Canadian data to measure internal trade costs in a variety of ways—they are
large and vary across sectors and provinces. To quantify their consequences for welfare
and productivity, we use a recent multi-sector trade model featuring rich input–output
relationships. We find interprovincial trade is an important contributor to Canada’s GDP
and welfare, though there are significant costs to such trade. Reducing interprovincial
trade costs by 10% yields aggregate gains of 0.9%; eliminating our preferred estimates
of costs, gains average between 3% and 7%—equivalent to real GDP gains between $50
billion and $130 billion. Finally, as policy reforms are often sector specific, we liberalize
sectors one at a time and find gains are largest in highly interconnected industries.

Résumé. Commerce intérieur, productivité et industries interconnectées : une analyse quan-
titative. Est-ce que le commerce à l’intérieur d’un pays affecte son bien-être et sa produc-
tivité? Quelles sont la magnitude et les conséquences des coûts d’un tel commerce? Pour
répondre à ces questions, on utilise des données canadiennes uniques pour mesurer les
coûts du commerce intérieur de diverses façons – lesquels coûts sont importants et varient
selon les secteurs et les provinces. Pour quantifier les conséquences sur le bien-être et la
productivité, on utilise un modèle de commerce multi-secteurs avec un réseau riche de rela-
tions intrant-extrant. On découvre que le commerce inter-provincial contribue de manière
importante au PIB du Canada et à son bien-être, mais qu’il y a des coûts significatifs à ce
commerce. Réduire les coûts de commerce inter-provincial de 10 % produirait des gains
agrégés de 0,9 %; éliminer nos estimés les plus satisfaisants de ces coûts pourrait engendrer
des gains moyens de l’ordre de 3.7 % – ce qui équivaudrait à des gains dans le PIB réel
de l’ordre de 50 à 130 milliards de dollars. Finalement, comme les réformes de politiques
sont souvent spécifiques aux secteurs, on libéralise les secteurs un par un, et on découvre
que les gains les plus importants viennent des secteurs les plus hautement interconnectés.
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1. Introduction

Is it more costly to trade across a provincial boundary than it is to trade within
a province? If so, what effect do such costs have on aggregate welfare (real GDP)
or industry productivity? Unlike barriers to international trade, the effect of bar-
riers to trade within countries is only beginning to receive significant attention—
largely due to recent theoretical advances and the availability of high-quality
data on interprovincial trade (hereafter, internal trade). In this paper, we quan-
tify the magnitude and consequences of internal trade costs across a variety of
sectors and identify the most valuable sectors for policy makers to reform. This
is relevant, as efforts to reduce internal trade costs are often sector specific—
especially in Canada. Our analysis exploits uniquely detailed data from Canada
on internal trade and a recent multi-sector trade model featuring rich input–
output relationships (Caliendo and Parro 2015). We find internal trade costs are
large, vary across sectors and provinces and reduce productivity and welfare. They
also interact with input–output relationships—liberalizing highly interconnected
industries yields the largest gains.

What are internal trade costs? Of course, explicit tariffs do not exist, but a
wide variety of regulatory restrictions on the movement of goods and services
can have substantial effects on trade. While Beaulieu et al. (2003) give an excel-
lent summary, let us provide some examples. Provincial licensing requirements
for stock brokers, accountants, lawyers and other professions, prevent customers
in one province from hiring providers registered in another. Different regula-
tions between provinces, for long-haul freight transportation or product safety
standards, for example, also increase costs of trade between provinces. Biased
government procurement policies, where governments and agencies give prefer-
ences to within-province suppliers, are also trade costs. These measures, and more,
suggest there is scope for internal liberalization—a fact recognized by Canadian
policy makers and politicians (Ivison 2014).

We use a variety of techniques to estimate internal trade costs, starting with
the Head-Ries index of trade restrictiveness (Head and Ries 2001; Novy 2013).
We leave the details behind this measure to the next section, but a brief intuitive
description is useful here. The index infers trade costs, which are not observable,
from provincial production and trade flows, which are. Essentially, trade costs
generate systematic tendencies among provinces to allocate more spending to
their own producers, rather than producers in other provinces. The index, how-
ever, infers trade costs relative to costs of trading within provinces (say, between
Calgary and Edmonton). In addition, it does not isolate policy-relevant costs
from other factors such as distance. To address these limitations, we explore two
other measures. First, trade costs may be higher in one direction of flow (say, from
Alberta to Ontario) than in the other (Ontario to Alberta). This asymmetry in
trade costs is an important feature of both international trade (Waugh 2010) and
internal trade (Tombe and Winter 2014). They likely better reflect policy-relevant
costs and are not valued relative to within-province costs. We identify these
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asymmetries as in the literature and find they are large, adding nearly 8% to aver-
age internal trade costs. Our second measure supposes the primary driver of trade
costs unrelated to policy is physical distance. As the Head-Ries index describes
average between-province trade costs relative to within-province trade costs, we
essentially regress the index on a measure of distance between provinces relative
to within-province distances (between cities). The residuals from this regression
may be informative of policy-relevant trade costs. On average, these non-distance
costs add 15% to average internal trade costs. With both measures, we find poor
regions tend to face the highest internal trade costs.

What are the consequences of these internal trade costs on productivity and
welfare in Canada? To answer this question, we use a recent model featuring
multiple interconnected industries developed by Caliendo and Parro (2015). When
solved using the “Exact-Hat Algebra” of Dekle et al. (2007), the model is a highly
tractable quantitative tool for evaluating trade policy. While we postpone a more
detailed discussion until section 3, it is straightforward to see why interconnec-
tions between multiple industries matters. With input–output links, changes to
one sector affect many others since the output of one is an input for another.
Gains from trade are therefore amplified by each sector’s “influence” on the
aggregate economy. A summary measure of this influence is found in many lit-
eratures: the vector of TFP Multipliers in Jones (2013), the Influence Vector in
Acemoglu et al. (2012) and Carvalho and Gabaix (2013), or (more loosely) the
vector of Sales/GDP ratios in Hulten (1978). We derive an analogous measure in
proposition 2 and demonstrate trade and trade costs matter more in more “in-
fluential” sectors. Sectors with large input–output multipliers tend to have: (1)
large internal trade flows and (2) large gains from trade liberalization.

With the model, we perform a variety of quantitative experiments. We first
ask: Who gains from trade in Canada? This is a common experiment in the
international trade literature and involves comparing initial welfare to the coun-
terfactual level of welfare when trade is prohibited. We find aggregate welfare is
18.3% higher than in autarky. Compared to the case of no interprovincial trade,
but allowing for international trade, aggregate welfare is 4.4% higher. For internal
trade costs, reducing them by 10% increases aggregate welfare by roughly 0.9%
(equivalent to a real GDP increase of $17 billion). Eliminating trade cost asym-
metries, aggregate gains are over 3%; removing trade costs unrelated to distance,
gains are nearly 7%. These estimates suggest reducing internal trade barriers
could add $50–$130 billion to Canada’s GDP. If interprovincial trade costs were
completely eliminated, an implausible but illustrative experiment, aggregate gains
for Canada exceed 50%. Moreover, we consistently find poor regions gain more
from liberalization than rich regions.

In addition to aggregate outcomes, we explore a variety of industry-specific
results, as policy reforms are often piecemeal. A 10% reduction in internal trade
costs for the agriculture and mining sector increases aggregate welfare by 0.1%.
Other important sectors include food, textiles, wholesale and retail trade and
finance—all with gains around 0.1% for a 10% reduction of their trade costs.
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The gains from sector-specific liberalizations are closely related to input–output
links—highly interconnected industries, as measured by a sector’s “influence,”
have the largest gains from trade liberalization. We already know from Caliendo
and Parro (2015) and Costinot and Rodrı̀guez-Clare (2014) that intersectoral
linkages are key for aggregate gains from trade—typically more than doubling
gains from trade. Our sector-specific liberalizations build on that result to identify
key sectors for reform.

Our work fits within a recent and growing literature, measuring the magni-
tude and effect of internal barriers to trade. Typically, work in this area exploits
gravity-based empirical approaches to measure internal trade costs for a variety
of countries, from the United States (Wolf 2000; Hillberry and Hummels 2003;
Yilmazkuday 2012) and the European Union (Nitsch 2000; Chen 2004) to China
(Poncet 2005). For Canada, Anderson and Yotov (2010) investigate the nature
and consequences of internal trade costs, though their main focus is on who
pays for trade costs (its incidence). They also simulate potential gains from trade
cost reductions and find poor regions stand to gain more than rich—a result we
confirm. Finally, the two most closely related papers in this literature are Agnos-
teva et al. (2014) and Tombe and Winter (2014). Tombe and Winter (2014) take
an aggregate approach to measure internal trade costs in Canada, the United
States and China and focus on the interaction of trade costs with federal tax
and transfer systems. Agnosteva et al. (2014) develop a novel approach to esti-
mate policy-relevant internal trade costs, even by sector and within provinces,
although they do not quantify the effect of trade or trade costs on productivity
and welfare. Our work complements theirs.

Overall, our purpose is neither to provide theoretical nor empirical innova-
tions; instead, we use high-quality and detailed data with frontier methods from
the international trade literature (Head and Ries 2001; Waugh 2010; Caliendo
and Parro 2015) to increase understanding of the magnitude and consequences
of internal trade costs at the sector level. This is an active and important policy
area, especially for Canada.

2. Canadian internal trade and its costs

This section examines in detail the nature and composition of Canada’s internal
trade, especially how it varies by province and sector. The data for our analy-
sis are uniquely detailed. Statistics Canada provides high quality province and
commodity-level trade data, both within Canada and with the rest of the world
(captured as a single entity).1 We aggregate commodities into industries based

1 Statistics Canada infers interprovincial trade from a variety of sources such that provincial
supply and demand constraints (from provincial IO tables) are respected. Goods trade is largely
based on shipment information from the Annual Survey of Manufacturers and the Wholesale
Origin and Destination Survey. Services trade, however, faces greater difficulties; for example,
there is no source of bilateral trade in financial services and Statistics Canada imputes trade with
a number of ad-hoc approaches. For further detail, see Généreux and Langen (2002).
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on OECD-STAN data, combining sectors where necessary to ensure positive
production in each province and sector. Details are in the online appendix.

2.1. Export orientation of provinces and industries
Table 1(a) displays each province’s share of output exported. Overall, just over one
quarter of production is exported. Provinces vary: Newfoundland and Labrador,
Saskatchewan and New Brunswick all export more than a third of their output,
while Nova Scotia and British Columbia export less than a quarter of theirs.
Internal trade is almost as important as international trade. Comparing columns
two and three of table 1(a), we find roughly 60% of all goods exported from a
province are sent abroad and 40% are sent to other provinces, though there are
differences between provinces. At the high end, 22% of Saskatchewan’s output is
exported abroad compared to only 10% of Nova Scotia’s. The share of output
exported within Canada varies less across provinces, ranging from 16% for New-
foundland and Labrador to 9% for Ontario. For some regions, internal trade is
even more important than external. Manitoba, for example, exports 13% of its
output abroad and 15% to other provinces.

We report the same export shares for major industries in table 1(b). Equipment
and vehicles, paper, metals, agricultural and mining are among the most export
oriented sectors. The importance of internal trade is largest for food and bever-
ages, with over one third of output exported to other provinces but less than one
quarter exported abroad. Internal trade is also far more important than interna-
tional trade for service sectors, such as finance, communication, transport and
storage, wholesale and retail trade. Of course, there are also a few industries that
have very little trade, internally or internationally, such as utilities, real estate,
education and health.

Do provinces specialize in different industries? A simple metric to summarize
specialization patterns across regions is Balassa’s (1965) Revealed Comparative
Advantage (RCA) index. The index compares the distribution of a region’s ex-
ports across industries to an average. More precisely, RCAj

n = s j
n=s̄ j, where s j

n is
the share of sector j in region n’s total exports and s̄ j is the export-weighted
average share across all exporters. For the 10 most heavily traded industries, we
report the RCA measure for each province in table 2. Values above one indicate
a revealed comparative advantage. Alberta, for example, has an RCA above one
for agriculture, mining and chemical, rubber (which includes refining)—not sur-
prising given its large natural and oil and gas endowments. Manitoba also has
an RCA above one in agriculture, mining and equipment and vehicles (it is home
to large bus and tractor manufacturers). The broad patterns of the table are that
western provinces (and Newfoundland) have high RCA in resource sectors while
central Canada has high RCA in manufacturing, communication and finance.

2.2. A simple (but powerful) measure of trade costs: The Head-Ries index
Having described trade among provinces and industries, we now turn to a measure
of bilateral trade shares that will prove useful for inferring trade costs. For total
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TABLE 1
Share of output exported, by province

(a) By province

Province Total exports International exports Intranational exports

Newfoundland 36% 20% 16%
New Brunswick 34% 19% 15%
Saskatchewan 34% 22% 12%
Alberta 28% 16% 12%
Manitoba 28% 13% 15%
Ontario 25% 16% 9%
Prince Edward Island 25% 11% 14%
Quebec 24% 13% 11%
Nova Scotia 22% 10% 12%
British Columbia 21% 11% 10%
Average 26% 15% 11%

(b) By sector

Sector ISIC (Rev3) Total International Intranational
codes exports exports exports

Equipment, vehicles 29–35 77% 66% 11%
Paper 21–22 64% 45% 19%
Metals 26–28 60% 45% 15%
Agriculture, mining 01–14 59% 41% 18%
Food, textiles 15–19 58% 23% 35%
Chemicals, rubber 23–25 55% 35% 21%
Manufacturing, n.e.c. 36–37 53% 33% 20%
Wood 20 53% 32% 21%
Transport 60–63 31% 14% 17%
Other business services 73–74 26% 11% 14%
Hotels and restaurants 55 24% 11% 13%
Communication 64 24% 7% 16%
Wholesale and retail 50–52 23% 10% 13%
Finance 65–67 20% 4% 16%
Software 72 18% 8% 10%
Other services 90–93 9% 2% 7%
Utilities 40–41 5% 4% 1%
Real estate 70–71 4% 1% 2%
Education 80 3% 2% 1%
Health and social 85 1% 0% 1%
Public admin. 75 0% 0% 0%
Construction 45 0% 0% 0%

NOTES: Displays shares of gross output exported interprovincially or internationally.
Trade and output data from CANSIM 386-0003. Overall average is output weighted.

imports by region n from region i (denoted Xni), define ¼ni = Xni=
∑N

i=1 Xni ≡
Xni=Xn as the share of spending region n allocates to goods from region i, where
region n’s total spending is Xn. This expression holds equally well when n= i, in
which case this represents the home share of spending ¼nn = 1 −∑i �=n ¼ni . The
data provides both bilateral trade Xni and total spending Xn.

These shares are informative of trade costs. If trade is completely costless and
consumers have identical preferences, then the share of a province’s expenditure
allocated to goods from a given source region will be the same for all provinces.
That is, if Ontario is the most productive (lowest cost) source for products
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TABLE 2
Revealed comparative advantage, by province and industry

Commodity Province

AB BC MB NB NL NS ON PE QC SK

Agriculture, mining 2.41 0.86 1.20 0.50 5.76 0.62 0.19 0.93 0.37 2.56
Chemicals, rubber 1.47 0.29 0.52 3.10 0.02 1.77 0.72 0.31 1.32 0.68
Communication 0.70 0.83 0.95 0.40 0.46 1.16 1.28 0.56 1.12 0.54
Equipment, vehicles 0.41 0.59 1.64 0.32 0.07 0.70 1.19 0.35 1.49 1.27
Finance 0.28 0.64 0.82 0.38 0.25 0.64 1.84 0.72 0.79 0.38
Food, textiles 0.77 0.95 1.34 0.86 0.12 1.08 0.93 2.30 1.37 1.05
Metals 0.38 0.67 0.84 0.50 0.00 0.42 1.29 0.31 1.64 0.58
Other business services 0.94 1.09 0.71 1.40 0.41 0.78 1.22 1.19 0.84 0.42
Transport 0.86 1.84 1.50 0.80 0.63 1.21 0.85 1.06 0.79 1.47
Wholesale and retail 0.79 1.32 0.82 0.47 0.15 0.72 1.23 0.53 0.92 0.82

NOTES: Revealed comparative advantage index is a measure of each sector’s share of a province’s
total exports, relative to the (total-export weighted) average share across all provinces. See text for
details.

accounting for 25% of spending, then consumers everywhere will allocate 25%
of their spending to goods from Ontario. In the data, shares are far from equal.
Table 3 reports the home share and the mean share of expenditure from other
provinces for the top 10 traded industries.2 Panel 3(a) indicates that home shares
are often very large; though there are exceptions—equipment and vehicles, for
example. Compare these to the average expenditure shares from other provinces
in panel 3(b). For example, 82% of Alberta’s total expenditure on agricultural and
mining goods (including oil and gas extraction) is allocated to producers within
Alberta. The typical share of total expenditures by other provinces allocated to
those same Alberta producers is only 11%. It is quite clear from comparing panel
3(a) to panel 3(b) that home shares are systematically larger than expenditures
shares by other provinces.

To infer unobservable trade costs from these expenditure shares, Head and
Ries (2001) and Novy (2013) demonstrate a broad class of trade models imply
the average trade cost in industry j between two regions n and i is:

¿̄
j
ni ≡

√√√√ ¿
j
ni

¿
j
nn

¿
j
in

¿
j
ii

=
(

¼
j
nn¼

j
ii

¼
j
ni¼

j
in

)1=2μ j

, (1)

where μ j is the cost-elasticity of trade and ¿
j
ni � 1 is the cost of importing good

j from region i into region n.3 Trade costs are iceberg, where ¿
j
ni represents the

quantity that must be shipped for one unit to arrive. The terms ¿nn
j and ¿

j
ii capture

the cost of trading within provinces.
How can one interpret the index’s specific values? If ¿̄

j
ni =1.5 then we conclude

it is 50% more costly to ship goods between n and i than it is to ship within

2 The mean share of other provinces’ spending is 1
N−1

∑
n �=i !ni¼ni , where !ni are expenditure

weights.
3 Interested readers can derive this from our model in section 3, specifically equation (7).
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TABLE 3
Home shares and average import shares, by industry

Commodity Province

AB BC MB NB NL NS ON PE QC SK

(a) Share of expenditures on own (within-province) producers
Agriculture, mining 0.82 0.63 0.60 0.10 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.77 0.39 0.60
Chemicals, rubber 0.54 0.21 0.08 0.45 0.06 0.33 0.43 0.10 0.42 0.15
Communication 0.69 0.70 0.64 0.60 0.62 0.61 0.80 0.59 0.74 0.59
Equipment, vehicles 0.12 0.06 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.24 0.04 0.12 0.07
Finance 0.66 0.75 0.72 0.68 0.60 0.69 0.88 0.71 0.78 0.59
Food, textiles 0.21 0.22 0.17 0.17 0.23 0.22 0.44 0.15 0.40 0.12
Metals 0.40 0.36 0.25 0.26 0.08 0.23 0.41 0.22 0.47 0.16
Other business services 0.78 0.75 0.54 0.60 0.53 0.65 0.83 0.65 0.78 0.50
Transport 0.71 0.75 0.69 0.67 0.57 0.57 0.72 0.38 0.73 0.61
Wholesale and retail 0.85 0.82 0.72 0.66 0.65 0.70 0.92 0.58 0.85 0.74

(b) Share of expenditures from other provinces on each province’s producers
Agriculture, mining 0.11 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.02
Chemicals, rubber 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.06 0.01
Communication 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.15 0.00 0.06 0.00
Equipment, vehicles 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.04 0.01
Finance 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.03 0.00
Food, textiles 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.16 0.01 0.10 0.02
Metals 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.15 0.00 0.07 0.00
Other business services 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.03 0.00
Transport 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.05 0.01
Wholesale and retail 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.05 0.01

NOTES: Displays shares of gross output exported interprovincially or internationally. Trade and
output data from CANSIM 386-0003. All shares are strictly positive—values are rounded to two
decimal places.

those provinces. More precisely, it is 50% more costly to deliver one unit to n if
n �= i than if n = i. We cannot conclude that trade costs are 50%. For example, if
for an Alberta producer shipping to a destination within Alberta adds 20% to
costs and for the producer shipping to an otherwise comparable destination in
BC adds 80% (from additional regulatory compliance costs, perhaps), then we
would estimate ¿̄

j
ni = 1.8=1.2 = 1.5. Within-region trade costs ¿nn and ¿ii are not

separately identified from between-region costs. For precision, we refer to these
estimates as relative trade costs.

To implement equation (1) using our trade share data, we require estimates of
trade elasticities μ j . Fortunately, there is a considerable research for us to draw
on. We postpone a more detailed discussion of the literature until section 4.1.
At this point, we take estimates from Caliendo and Parro (2015), aggregated
up to our slightly smaller number of sectors. We report these elasticities in the
online appendix; they range from 4.56 in food and textiles to 19.16 in chemicals
and rubber (which includes refined petroleum products as well). With these, we
construct relative trade cost measures ¿̄

j
ni and report their average values in the

first column of table 4. Overall, relative trade costs are 68% in Canada. The
Atlantic provinces experience the largest costs (as high nearly 106% for shipments
from PEI) while Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and Saskatchewan experience the
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TABLE 4
Average trade costs within Canada

Relative Exporter- Contribution Contribution
symmetric specific trade of asymmetric of non-distance

costs costs ti j trade costs trade costs

(a) By exporting province
Alberta 56.1% −15.5% 4.1% 7.2%
British Columbia 78.5% −11.4% 6.0% 10.5%
Manitoba 74.0% −4.8% 11.9% 9.8%
New Brunswick 66.4% 7.3% 16.4% 24.4%
Newfoundland 47.4% −6.8% 14.4% 3.2%
Nova Scotia 85.4% 14.3% 19.0% 31.5%
Ontario 73.5% −15.8% 1.3% 17.1%
Prince Edward Island 106.1% 22.2% 30.3% 32.1%
Quebec 62.5% −1.4% 13.4% 17.4%
Saskatchewan 62.8% 11.9% 34.1% 14.3%

Canada 67.8% 0.0% 7.8% 14.5%

(b) By industry
Agriculture, mining 24.4% −25.7% 6.3% −8.3%
Food, textiles 42.0% −21.0% 5.8% −4.4%
Wood 24.9% −14.4% 2.1% 3.6%
Paper 25.7% −17.8% 3.4% 0.6%
Chemicals, rubber 12.5% −16.7% 1.9% 1.6%
Metals 63.2% −2.8% 9.8% 11.8%
Equipment, vehicles 37.4% −17.0% 4.3% 3.1%
Manufacturing, n.e.c. 60.2% −9.5% 4.8% 9.2%
Utilities – – – –
Construction – – – –
Wholesale and retail 101.9% −14.8% 6.6% 14.8%
Hotels and restaurants 97.0% 3.4% 9.8% 29.4%
Transport 83.5% −8.6% 10.8% 16.9%
Communication 84.8% 19.6% 12.2% 55.3%
Finance 91.7% −5.0% 12.4% 36.2%
Real estate 192.4% 8.4% 12.1% 57.8%
Software 132.3% 18.4% 19.7% 54.6%
Other business services 90.6% −7.4% 8.1% 18.7%
Public admin. – – – –
Education 230.0% 66.5% 15.5% 105.3%
Health and social 245.8% 40.1% 16.7% 82.8%
Other services 134.0% 17.1% 10.7% 44.5%

NOTES: Reports the trade-weighted average relative trade cost, by exporting province (panel (a))
or by industry (panel (b)). All are trade-weighted averages across province pairs within Canada.
Relative symmetric trade costs are from the Head-Ries Index (see equation (1)). Asymmetric costs
reported relative to the average. The third column displays trade costs relative to the no-asymmetry
case (see equation (2)). The fourth column uses a regression of trade costs on geographic distance
(normalized by average within-province costs; that is, dni=

√
dnndii), with exporter and importer fixed

effects. Construction and public administration have no trade. Utilities has only two trading pairs:
AB–BC and NB–PEI, so we exclude it from the results.

smallest (between 56% and 74%). As for sectors, services (education, health and
real estate in particular) have larger costs than most other sectors. For goods
sectors, costs can still be substantial—with relative costs of 42% in food and
textiles, or over 37% in equipment and vehicles. Though keep in mind that high
relative costs for provinces or sectors may reflect low within-province costs.
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2.3. Additional trade cost measures
In addition to these estimates being expressed relative to within-province costs,
there are two other limitations of these estimates. First, they are symmetric by
construction. The estimated cost of exporting from Ontario to Alberta is the
same as from Alberta to Ontario. Second, they are a broad measure reflecting
any factor inhibiting trade—from actual trade costs to limited information or
preference differences. Surely much of the costs, such as distance and time, are
likely beyond the control of policy makers. To help address these limitations,
we explore two other measures that both exploit geographic distance between
provinces.

First consider trade cost asymmetries between regions of Canada. These occur
when it is more costly to trade in one direction (say, Alberta to Ontario) than
it is in the other (say, Ontario to Alberta). To be sure, many trade costs are
symmetric (distance and time costs, for example) but policies often burden trade
in one direction but not another. There are a variety of examples, the simplest is
perhaps an oil or gas pipeline. The flow goes in one direction, making it cheaper
to move oil and gas in that direction than the other. A more complex example is
the federal government’s binding revenue ceiling on the two large Canadian rail
carriers for shipments of regulated grain commodities from farmers in Alberta,
Saskatchewan or Manitoba. This cap results in lower freight rates for farmers in
those three western provinces, but not others. The rate to ship grain to Ontario
from Alberta will therefore differ from the rate to ship from Ontario to Alberta.
Finally, for goods broadly, provincial restrictions on the shipment of oversized
loads differ. A carrier breaks down a load when entering an importing province
with lower axle weight restrictions than the exporting province; in the reverse
direction, this would not be the case.

Between countries, Waugh (2010) demonstrates trade cost asymmetries are
often large and captured well by an exporter-specific component of trade costs.
That is, if t j

ni are symmetric trade costs between country n and i then ¿
j
ni = t j

nit
j
i ,

where t j
i is an exporter-specific cost term. Tombe and Winter (2014) confirm

this type of asymmetry is also important within Canada; they show nearly all
trade cost asymmetry within Canada can be captured this way. This formulation
also helps us abstract from within-province trade costs. Consider the following
experiment: compare the current (unknown) trade costs ¿

j
ni to the minimum trade

cost between two provinces, regardless of the direction of flow; specifically:

¿
j
ni=min{¿

j
ni , ¿

j
in}=max{1, t j

i =t j
n}. (2)

This demonstrates that estimates of t j
i are sufficient to know how trade costs ¿

j
ni

are enlarged by asymmetries; we need not know the actual level of ¿
j
ni .

How can we estimate these exporter-specific costs? Intuitively, the procedure is
simple. Proxy symmetric trade costs t j

ni by geographic distance and regress trade
flows on this distance along with importer and exporter fixed-effects. Waugh
(2010) demonstrates the fixed-effect estimates are informative for trade cost asym-
metries t j

i . As we follow his procedure, we relegate details to the online appendix.
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Instead, we summarize the main results in columns 2 and 3 of table 4. Trade cost
asymmetries t j

i are large and differ across sectors. Alberta, Ontario and Quebec
typically have low export costs relative to other provinces while PEI, Manitoba,
and Saskatchewan have the highest costs. In the industry panel, utilities, food,
agriculture, business services and transportation have the highest asymmetric
costs while wholesale and retail trade and the equipment and vehicle sector have
the lowest. Using equation (2), we report the average contribution of asymmetries
to trade costs in the third column of panel 4(b). Overall, trade costs are nearly
8% larger due to trade cost asymmetries. While this is small relative to the value
for ¿̄

j
ni , we will later show even these small trade costs can have substantial effects

on productivity and welfare.
Our second approach to isolate more policy-relevant costs also uses geographic

distance. If trade costs are ¿ni = tniti , then from equation (1) it is easy to show ¿̄
j
ni =

t̄ j
ni(t

j
i t j

n)1=2, where t̄ j
ni = (t j

nit
j
in=¿

j
nn¿

j
ii)

1=2. As before, we proxy the average symmetric
relative trade costs t̄ j

ni with geographic distance d̄ni = dni=
√

dnndii , which is the
between-province distance relative to the average within-province distance (see
the online appendix for details). To purge ¿̄

j
ni of variation related to geographic

distance, estimate:

ln(¿̄ j
ni)= ± j ln(d̄ni)+ ¶ j

n +´
j
i + �

j
ni .

We report the results of this regression for each industry in the online appendix.
The distance-elasticity of trade costs vary by sector but are typically around

0.20. Trade costs unexplained by geographic distance are (¿̄ j
ni=d̄

±̂ j

ni )−1. We refer
to these as “non-distance trade costs,” the average of which are in the fourth
columns of table 4. Distance explains much, though non-distance costs amplify
overall relative trade costs in Canada by 15%.4

2.4. Trade and input–output linkages
Input–output linkages between sectors will mean trade costs facing one industry
cascade throughout the economy. After all, industries are not isolated from one
another—output from one is used as inputs by others.

Are input–output linkages and trade related? To answer this question, consider
the summary measure of a sector’s “influence” discussed briefly in the introduc-
tion. Acemoglu et al. (2012), Jones (2013), Carvalho and Gabaix (2013) and others
demonstrate the effect of sectoral productivity shocks on the aggregate economy
are summarized by a vector input–output multipliers (I−A)−1¯, where (I−A)−1

is the classic J ×J Leontief Inverse Matrix and ¯ is a J ×1 vector of final demand
shares. In proposition 2, we show the same expression holds for magnifying gains
from trade. Using the OECD input–output data, we construct these multipliers;
here, we display their relationship to trade in figure 1. Primary producers within
the agriculture and the mining and oil and gas sectors, along with producers in

4 The negative trade costs for agriculture, mining are statistically different from zero, indicating
distance more than accounts for trade costs in this sector. For chemicals, rubber (which includes
refined petroleum products), the negative estimate is not different from zero.
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FIGURE 1 Internal trade and input–output multipliers
NOTES: Displays each industry’s share of total internal trade in Canada against the industry’s
input–output multiplier. This multiplier summarizes the “influence” of each sector on aggregate
economic activity. This multiplier is defined as in Jones (2013): .I � A/�1¯, where .I � A/�1 is the
standard Leontief Inverse Matrix and ¯ is a vector of final-demand shares (see text for details).

the chemicals, food, wholesale and retail trade and equipment and vehicle sectors
are all highly traded sectors with significant influence on the aggregate economy.
There are some exceptions. Real estate, for example, is a very important sector
for aggregate GDP but accounts for little internal trade. Overall, however, sectors
that dominate Canada’s internal trade systematically have higher input–output
multipliers.5

3. A multi-sector model of internal trade

What are the consequences of internal trade costs for Canada’s income and pro-
ductivity? To answer this question, we must place more structure on the data using
the Caliendo and Parro (2015) model featuring multiple sectors and rich input–
output relationships. There are N =11 regions, representing the 10 provinces of
Canada plus the rest of the world. There is a single primary factor of production—
say, labour. A sector’s output can be consumed as a final good by a representative
household in each region or used as an input for the production of other goods.
Each sector’s output is a composite of a continuum of tradable varieties, which
are purchased from the cheapest source. The productivity with which each region
5 In the online appendix, we show sectors with high intermediate input shares also export a large

share of output.
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can produce each variety differs, which is the basis for trade. With the broad setup
in mind, let’s move onto the details.

3.1. Households and production
Consumers in region n consume J final goods to maximize:

Un =
J∏

j=1
Cj ¯ j

n (3)

subject to a budget constraint In =∑J
j=1 P j

nC j
n and where

∑J
j=1 ¯ j = 1. It is

straightforward to show the optimal household expenditures on good j is P j
nC j

n =
¯ j In. Household real income In=Pn, where Pn =∏J

j=1 Pj¯ j

n , therefore equals Un.
The same is true for region n’s real GDP, so all welfare statements that follow
apply equally well to real GDP.

To produce each good j, a perfectly competitive firm aggregates a continuum
of intermediate input varieties using a CES technology:

Y j
n =

(∫ 1

0
y j

n(!)
¾ j −1

¾ j d!

) ¾ j

¾ j −1

, (4)

where ¾ j is the elasticity of substitution and y j
n(!) is the amount of variety ! used

by sector j in region n. Each intermediate can be sourced from producers within
region n or imported from another—whichever is cheaper. Final goods may be
consumed directly by households or used as an input into the production of each
individual intermediate variety. We denote mjk

n (!) the amount of final good Y k
n

used in the production of intermediate variety ! in sector j.
Individual varieties are produced using labour L j

n(!) and materials mjk
n (!)

with:

y j
n(!)=' j

n(!)L j
n(!)Á j J∏

k=1
mjk

n (!)° jk(
1−Á j)

. (5)

Value-added share of output is Á j and the share of intermediate inputs in sector j
from sector k is ° jk. Primary inputs include more than just labour and we presume
that they are all perfectly mobile across sectors but cannot move across regions.
We explore factor mobility in the online appendix. Notice also that we abstract
from factor accumulation; our analysis is therefore static.

Perfectly competitive input markets, and the Cobb-Douglas structure of the
production technology, implies the cost of an input bundle is:

c j
n ∝wÁ j

n

J∏
k=1

(Pk
n )° jk(1−Á j ), (6)

where wn is the price of primary inputs (say, wages) and P j
n is the price of sector

j’s final good. Neither depends on the purchasing sector. The producer price for
a particular variety with productivity '

j
n(!) is therefore c j

n='
j
n(!).
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3.2. Expenditures, prices and trade patterns
With marginal costs known and a perfectly competitive market structure,
we know that producers charge P j

i (!) = c j
i ='

j
i (!). Price differences across firms

results from differences in productivity. Following Eaton and Kortum (2002), '

follows a Frchet distribution F j
n (') = e−T j

n '−μ j
, where the parameter μ j governs

productivity variation (larger μ j gives lower variation) and T j
n governs average

productivity. Finally, shipping across regions (say, from i to n) incurs an iceberg
trade cost ¿

j
ni � 1; within a country ¿

j
nn = 1.6 The consumer price is therefore

P j
ni(!)= ¿

j
nic

j
i ='

j
i (!).

With this distribution, Eaton and Kortum (2002) show the fraction of region
n spending on good j allocated to producers in region i, denoted ¼

j
ni , is:

¼
j
ni =

T j
i (¿ j

nic
j
i )−μ j

∑N+1
k=1 T j

k

(
¿

j
nkc j

k

)−μ j (7)

and the price index of good j in region n is:

P j
n =° j

[
N+1∑
i=1

T j
i (¿ j

nic
j
i )−μ j

]−1=μ j

, (8)

where ° j = 0(1 + (1 − ¾ j)=μ j)1=(1−¾ j ) and 0(·) is the Gamma function. Impor-
tantly, for these expressions to hold, the parameter μ j may vary across industries
but not across regions.

Given total expenditures (by households and firms) on final good j in region
n, denoted X j

n , total exports of good j from n to i is therefore X j
in = ¼

j
inX j

i . In
addition to exports, domestic sales also contribute to firm revenue. Combine
total domestic sales ¼

j
nnX j

n and total exports
∑

i �=n ¼
j
inX j

i to yield:

R j
n =

N∑
i=1

¼
j
inX j

i . (9)

Given the Cobb-Douglas production technologies, a fraction Á j of this revenue
will go to primary factors. With no other source of income for the household, we
have:

In =
J∑

j=1
Á jR j

n. (10)

Global income also serves as our numeraire, as is common in these models, so∑N+1
n=1 In =1.
Finally, goods market clearing implies Y j

n =C j
n +∑J

k=1 mkj and therefore:

X j
n =¯ j In +

J∑
k=1

(1−Ák)°kjRk
n . (11)

6 This normalization is innocuous, as ¿
j
nn can be a component of provincial productivity T j

n .
However, this does affect the interpretation of our quantitative exercises. We will be clear on this
point at the end of section 3.3.
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While not explicitly imposed, the following proposition demonstrates a region’s
total exports will equal its total imports—that is, aggregate trade will balance.

Proposition 1 Trade may not balance at the sector level, but aggregate trade
balances in all regions.

Proof: See the online appendix.

Overall trade balance will prove convenient for a number of derivations to
come. In the quantitative analysis, trade balance is not an important property for
our results. In the online appendix, we show aggregate trade imbalances do not
change our results.

3.3. Relative changes
To ease the calibration and quantitative analysis, we use the “Exact-Hat Algebra”
approach of Dekle et al. (2007). The simulated equilibrium responses to a change
in model primitives turns out to be very straightforward. In all that follows,
denote x̂ = x′=x as the relative change between a counterfactual value of some
variable x′ and its initial value x. For example, ¿̂

j
ni denotes the change in the cost

of region n importing sector j goods from region i. If, for example, ¿̂
j
ni =0.9 then

trade costs are 90% of their initial level.
From equation (6), the relative change in input costs are:

ĉ j
n = ŵÁ j

n

J∏
k=1

(P̂
k
n )° jk(1−Á j ). (12)

With this, equations (7) and (8) provide counterfactual trade shares:

¼
j′
ni =

¼
j
ni

(
¿̂

j
ni ĉ

j
i

)−μ j

∑N+1
k=1 ¼

j
nk

(
¿̂

j
nkĉ j

k

)−μ j , (13)

and the relative change in prices are:

P̂
j
n =
[

N+1∑
i=1

¼
j
ni

(
¿̂

j
ni ĉ

j
i

)−μ j
]−1=μ j

. (14)

The above three expressions are sufficient to solve (P̂
j
n, ĉ j

i , ¼
j′
in) given wage

changes ŵn and the exogenous change in trade costs ¿̂
j
ni . What remains is to

solve for equilibrium changes in wages for each region. As before, equations (9)
through (11) solve for counterfactual revenue, expenditures, and income given
the counterfactual trade shares. As wnL j

n =Á jR j
n, equation (10) implies Î n = ŵn.

Thus, equations (9) to (14) provide a mapping from exogenous change in trade
costs ¿̂

j
ni to counterfactual values for costs, prices, trade shares and wages.

Importantly, the productivity parameter T j
n , total labour supply Ln and initial

trade cost levels ¿
j
ni are absent from these expressions. In any counterfactual where
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¿
j
ni changes (where ¿̂

j
ni �=1), the productivity parameter T j

n and the labour supply
Ln must remain constant. This dramatically simplifies the calibration and simu-
lation of the model and ensures many of our quantitative results are independent
of the trade cost estimates from section 2.3, as it is only ¿̂

j
ni that matters. That

being said, we must take care when interpreting the results. In particular, a conse-
quence of the common normalization ¿

j
nn =1 is that within-province trade costs

¿
j
nn are a component of provincial productivity. If trade costs within-provinces

were to change by ¿̂ j
nn then it would be as if T̂

j
n = ¿̂j −μ j

nn . Consequently, none of

our experiments should be interpreted as altering ¿
j
nn. Improved fuel-economy

of trucks, for example, would reduce both ¿
j
ni and ¿

j
nn. The trade cost changes

we have in mind are regulatory barriers that make crossing a provincial boundary
more expensive. Constant provincial labour supply is more easily dealt with: in
the online appendix, we expand the model to allow for labour mobility.

3.4. Aggregate outcomes
In our quantitative exercises, we measure the effect of trade costs on regional
and aggregate welfare and sectoral real labour productivity, defined through the
following propositions. As labour is perfectly mobile between sectors, labour
productivity and real wages are related by Y j

n =L j
n = (wn=P j

n)=Á j. Changes in real
wages ŵn=P̂

j
n therefore equal changes in sectoral labour productivity.

Proposition 2 Let G denote an J ×N matrix of (log) real wage changes for each
region and sector implied by an Eaton-Kortum model without input–output rela-
tionships, with elements −log(¼̂ j

nn)=μ j. In the model with input–output relationships,
(log) real wage changes are:

G̃ = (I −A′)−1G,

where (I − A)−1 is the J × J Leontief Inverse Matrix. In addition, (log) welfare
changes are:

Û =G′(I −A)−1¯,

where ¯ is a J ×1 vector with elements ¯ j.

Proof: See the online appendix.

This proposition provides a powerful and intuitive way to capture the magnifi-
cation effect input–output relationships have on gains from trade. In a large class
of (single-sector) models, Arkolakis et al. (2012) demonstrate welfare gains from
trade are ¼̂ −1=μ

nn . The above proposition demonstrates these standard gains are
simply collected across all sectors and amplified by a single vector of input–output
multipliers. The multipliers here are a common summary measure of a sector’s
“influence” on the aggregate economy, similar to the TFP Multipliers Multipliers
in Jones (2013) or the Influence Vector in Acemoglu et al. (2012) and Carvalho
and Gabaix (2013). While not an entirely novel expression—it is, for example,
identical to a special case of equation 28 in Costinot and Rodrı́guez-Clare (2014)
and can be derived from a version of Caliendo and Parro (2015)—the explicit link
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to the recent input–output literature is instructive. The multipliers (I−A)−1¯ can
be calculated from readily available input–output tables.

Given changes in welfare at the province level, the following proposition de-
termines the average (national) welfare change for Canada.

Proposition 3 The change in national welfare is Û = !′Û, where ! is an N × 1
vector of initial shares of national real GDP for each region.

Proof: See the online appendix.

4. Quantitative analysis

In this section, we quantify the effect of trade costs on various economic out-
comes, particularly regional and aggregate welfare and sectoral labour produc-
tivity. Of course, our quantitative analysis is model specific—other trade models
may yield different results. That being said, the model we use is within the family
of workhorse models common to quantitative international trade research. For
a general exploration of these models, see Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare (2014).

4.1. Calibration
We must first calibrate the various model parameters (μ j, ° jk, ¯ j, Á j, !n, ¼

j
ni), many

of which have observable counterparts in data. Production technology
parameters (° jk, Á j) and final demand shares ¯ j are set to match input–output
data from the OECD Structural Analysis database. The initial share of na-
tional real GDP !n is necessary only to calculate counterfactual aggregate wel-
fare changes in proposition 3. Provincial real GDP is readily available data. We
provide detailed description of all of production and GDP data and the specific
parameter values in the online appendix. Finally, initial equilibrium trade shares
¼

j
ni are as described in section 2.2.

The only parameter that cannot be set to match data is μ j, which governs
productivity dispersion and, from equation (7), the cost-elasticity of trade flows.
There is a large literature estimating this elasticity across countries, with typical
estimates of μ around 4 or 5 (see Head and Mayer 2014 for a review). Unfor-
tunately, we are unaware of any within-country sector-specific estimates, and—
lacking detailed product prices across regions, which is what elasticity estimates
typically require—we do not estimate our own μ j. Instead, we turn to the inter-
national trade literature. Caliendo and Parro (2015) estimate elasticities at a level
of aggregation useful for our purposes. We adopt their estimates where possible
and, as in Costinot and Rodrı́guez-Clare (2014), set μ = 5 for all other sectors.
See the online appendix for specific values.

4.2. The gains from current trade flows
We begin by quantifying the effects of Canada’s current level of internal and
overall trade, by sector and province. This is—by far—the simplest counterfactual
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experiment and is widely used to benchmark international trade models. The
experiment is the following: compare welfare in given the current, observed trade
shares ¼

j
ni to welfare in an autarky counterfactual where ¼

j
ni = 1 for all n �= i. In

this exercise, the equilibrium change in trade shares ¼̂
j
ni moving from autarky to

the current level of trade is ¼
j
ni . From proposition 2 we have Û = G′(I − A)−1¯

where the elements of the J ×N matrix G are −log(¼ j
nn)=μ j.

Consider first the gains from trade by province. In figure 2, we plot the welfare
gains for each province. The lower blue bars mark the gains from a model without
intermediate input linkages, which is just G′¯. Overall, these gains are less than
7%. With input–output linkages, these gains are magnified substantially, with
national gains over 18%. Input–output linkages must increase the gains from
trade, since (I −A)−1¯ is everywhere greater than ¯.

At the industry level, gains from trade are also substantial, though there are
extremely large differences across industries. From proposition 2, the change in
industry productivity by province is given by the matrix (I − A′)−1G. In panel
(b) of figure 2, we plot each industry’s productivity in each province relative to
the autarky counterfactual. The gains vary across provinces for a given industry,
and this box and whiskers plot captures that variation. The bars reflect the inter-
quartile range while the lines within the bars denote the median change. Some
industries, including agriculture, mining, food, textiles and chemicals (which in-
cludes refined petroleum) have substantial productivity gains—averaging more
than 50%.

The above results compare observed trade to complete autarky—which in-
cludes no international trade. What about the gains from internal trade only?
Imagine the counterfactual where the relative change in trade costs between Cana-
dian provinces is ¿̂

j
ni =∞ for all n �= i and (n, i) �= N, and ¿̂

j
ni = 1 otherwise. The

gains from internal trade is then Û
−1

. This exercise will gauge the contribution to
welfare and productivity from the current level of internal trade in Canada. We
report all welfare changes in table 5. We find aggregate gains of 4.4%, much lower
than the overall gains from trade as international trade is still available, though
most of the lost internal trade is made up by increasing production within each
province for domestic use. In fact, we find international trade increases by only
9% and the share purchased from within-province producers ¼

j
nn rises by 30%. We

also see the earlier pattern that poor provinces—especially Prince Edward Island,
New Brunswick, Manitoba—gain more, all around 8%, than rich provinces, such
as Ontario who gains 3.2%. Internal trade, therefore, reduces regional income and
productivity differences.

Finally, gains from international (external) trade are typically larger than the
gains from internal trade. As with the experiment shutting down internal trade,
consider the experiment where ¿̂

j
ni =∞ for all i =N or n=N, and ¿̂

j
ni =1 otherwise.

The third column of table 5 reveals Canada’s aggregate welfare (real GDP) is
9.3% higher compared to the case of no international trade. Gains for most
provinces are around this level, varying from a low of 7.9% (Manitoba) to a high
of 12.1% (New Brunswick). Internal trade rises in response, offsetting some of the
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FIGURE 2 The gains from trade
NOTES: Displays the provincial welfare (top) and industry productivity (bottom) relative to
an autarky counterfactual. Welfare and real GDP are synonymous in our framework. Panel
(a) displays results with and without input–output relationships. In panel (b), productivity gains
for each industry-province pair are displayed as a boxplot across industries. The horizontal lines
within each bar is the median productivity change across provinces for each industry.

loss, though given the large share of expenditure allocated to producers abroad
it is not surprising gains from international trade exceed gains from internal
trade.
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TABLE 5
Aggregate welfare, gains from trade and sensitivity to ¿

j
ni

Gains from trade 10% lower ¿
j
ni

All Internal External Internal External

Alberta 18.3% 4.7% 9.2% 3.6% 5.7%
British Columbia 21.4% 4.7% 10.8% 3.9% 6.3%
Manitoba 24.2% 8.1% 7.9% 6.0% 5.6%
New Brunswick 41.7% 8.1% 12.1% 6.5% 12.3%
Newfoundland 49.4% 7.7% 11.9% 6.6% 6.6%
Nova Scotia 23.5% 7.5% 8.8% 6.1% 7.7%
Ontario 13.5% 3.2% 8.7% 2.6% 7.3%
Prince Edward Island 32.5% 11.4% 9.1% 7.2% 4.6%
Quebec 16.2% 4.2% 8.8% 3.5% 6.9%
Saskatchewan 29.0% 7.1% 11.6% 5.2% 6.3%
Canada 18.3% 4.4% 9.3% 3.6% 6.8%

NOTES: Results of counterfactuals that are independent of trade cost levels. “Gains
from trade” is the welfare change relative to no-trade: complete autarky (column 1),
internal trade only (column 2) or international trade only (column 3). The elasticities
of aggregate welfare with respect to ¿

j
ni (for internal trade and international trade) are

in columns 4 and 5, which simulate ¿̂ni
j =0.9.

4.3. The gains from lower trade costs
One must interpret the previous results with caution, as they do not depend on
our measures of trade costs from section 2. While a valuable property, they give
no indication of the potential scope for (and gains from) liberalization efforts
by policy makers. In this section, we explicitly consider the consequences of our
measured trade costs on welfare and productivity.

First, a useful benchmark is the elasticity of welfare with respect to ¿
j
ni . Con-

sider a counterfactual where ¿̂
j
ni = 0.9 for all sectors j and all region pairs n �= i

and (n, i) �=N, and ¿̂
j
ni =1 otherwise.7 We display the aggregate results in table 5,

though postpone a more detailed discussion until the online appendix. The gain
of 3.6% following a 10% reduction in ¿

j
ni between provinces reveals small reduc-

tions in trade costs can have substantial gains. What is the underlying source
of these gains? Trade costs take an iceberg form where goods melt away while
in transit from one location to another. As emphasized by Fan et al. (2014),
gains from lower trade costs are—to a first approximation—equal to the value
of traded goods that no longer melt. That is, if interprovincial trade volumes are
21% of GDP (as in our data) then a one percentage point reduction in trade costs
increases aggregate welfare by 0.21%.

This leads us to an important caveat: the trade cost reductions in the upcoming
simulations all involve reducing iceberg trade costs. Our results are therefore most
relevant if actual policy-relevant trade costs in Canada involve physical costs

7 One can also consider ¿̂ni =0.9 as reducing the between-province trade costs by z percentage
points to ¿′

ni = ¿ni − z, where z =0.1× ¿ni . So while ¿̂ni =0.9 for all pairs within Canada, the
effective liberalization implied by this experiment varies across pairs. Since ¿ni =1 implies zero
trade costs, it is important to note that this experiment only makes sense if ¿ni �10=9.
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incurred on each good shipped. To the extent that they do not, our estimates may
overestimate the gains.

4.3.1. 10% lower measured trade costs
First, we can reduce internal trade costs in a way that takes advantage of our
Head-Ries index ¿̄

j
ni . First, with our estimates of exporter-specific trade costs t j

i ,
define an augmented Head-Ries index ¿̃

j
ni = ¿̄

j
ni(t

j
i =t j

n)1=2 = ¿
j
ni(¿

j
nn¿

j
ii)

−1=2. While
we do not have estimates of ¿

j
ni independent of within-province costs ¿

j
nn and ¿

j
ii ,

it is straightforward to show:

¿̂
j
ni =

1+0.9× (¿̃ j
ni −1)

¿̃
j
ni

= 0.9× ¿
j
ni +0.1× (¿ j

nn¿
j
ii)

1=2

¿
j
ni

. (15)

We can therefore simulate the effect of reducing the between-province costs ¿
j
ni

to a level 10% of the distance to the average within-province costs (¿ j
nn¿

j
ii)

1=2. We
report the results in table 6.

Welfare gains average around 1% across provinces, with poor provinces typ-
ically gaining much more than rich. Overall, Canada’s aggregate welfare (real
GDP) increases 0.9% following a 10% reduction in trade costs—equivalent to
roughly $17 billion. For comparison, when international trade costs decline by
10%, aggregate welfare increases by 1.8%.8 We also find internal and international
trade flows are substitutes. When internal trade costs fall by 10%, international
trade volumes decline by over 1.4% while internal trade volumes increase by
19%. When international trade costs fall by 10%, internal trade falls by 7% while
international trade increases 23%.

These gains depend crucially on input–output relationships. From
proposition 2, welfare gains depend on two things: (1) the trade response ¼̂ j

nn and
(2) the input–output multiplier (I−A)−1¯. The presence of input–output linkages
will affect both. Consider first changes in gains for a given trade response—that is,
for a given ¼̂ j

nn. If labour were the only input (Á j =1 for all j) and all production
was for final goods, the multiplier would fall to ¯ (since A is the zero matrix in this
case). With the lower multiplier, aggregate gains from 10% lower internal trade
costs are only 0.33%. If instead we allows for limited input–output relationships,
where firms can only use as inputs goods from their own sector then A is a matrix
with zeros everywhere except along the diagonal, where the jth element is 1−Á j.
Equivalently, the multiplier is ¯ � Á with elements ¯i=Ái . In this case, gains are
0.69%. The trade response, however, will differ in models with different struc-
ture. Solving for ¿̂

j
ni , we find gains in the labour-only case of 0.36% (compared

to the 0.33% found above) and in the no between-sector purchases case of 0.68%
(compared to 0.69%). Thus, the input–output multipliers (I − A)−1¯ provides a
good measure of how models with and without input–output linkages will differ.

8 As we estimate exporter-specific costs only for Canadian provinces, we use ¿̄
j
ni instead of ¿̃

j
ni when

reducing international trade costs by 10%.
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TABLE 6
Welfare (real GDP) gains from trade liberalization

10% lower trade costs (¿̃ j
ni −1) Eliminate certain internal trade costs

Internal External Asymmetric Non-distance All internal

Alberta 0.9% 1.6% 2.4% 5.5% 51.1%
British Columbia 1.0% 2.0% 2.8% 4.9% 64.6%
Manitoba 1.6% 2.0% 5.2% 8.4% 108.2%
New Brunswick 1.8% 2.5% 8.0% 28.3% 130.8%
Newfoundland 1.8% 1.8% 5.0% 23.5% 125.1%
Nova Scotia 1.8% 2.2% 7.9% 24.3% 142.0%
Ontario 0.6% 1.8% 2.8% 3.2% 26.8%
Prince Edward 2.7% 2.3% 18.6% 35.1% 285.4%

Island
Quebec 0.8% 1.8% 2.5% 7.1% 45.0%
Saskatchewan 1.4% 2.4% 8.7% 17.2% 88.8%
Canada 0.9% 1.8% 3.3% 6.8% 51.9%

NOTES: For various experiments, isplays change in welfare for each province and Canada’s overall
change. The first two columns report results of reducing measured trade costs by 10%; that is, ¿̂

j
ni =

(1+ (¿̃j
ni −1)×0.9)=¿̃

j
ni , where ¿̃

j
ni is a Head-Ries index augmented to reflect export costs (see section

4.3.1 for details). The last three columns report eliminating various components of measured trade
costs. Removing asymmetries involves ¿̂

j
ni = min(1, ¿

j
in=¿

j
ni). Eliminating non-distance costs involves

reducing bilateral costs to what is explained by a regression of trade costs on geographic distance.
Eliminating all internal trade costs involves ¿̂

j
ni = 1=¿̃

j
ni . See section 2.3 for the various trade cost

estimates.

To summarize, roughly 40% of gains are from final goods, 40% from own-sector
intermediates and the remaining 20% from intersectoral linkages.

4.3.2. Industry-by-industry liberalization
What are the effects of reducing trade costs one industry at a time? This is a
useful question to explore as policy makers in Canada typically tackle inter-
nal trade reform on a sector-by-sector basis. For example, the 11th amendment
to the Agreement on Internal Trade focused on agricultural products and the
5th amendment (among others) deals with government procurement. Unifying
Canada’s securities regulations is another example of a sector-specific reduction
in interprovincial barriers to trade. We simulate the effect of liberalizing indus-
tries individually, using equation (15) to define ¿̂

j
ni for each j while holding trade

costs in all other industries constant. Figure 3 displays the results.
There are large differences across industries in the effect of a 10% reduction

in their trade costs on aggregate welfare. Reducing trade costs by 10% in the
wholesale and retail sector yields the largest gain in aggregate welfare—nearly
0.14% (over $2.6 billion). Gains of a similar magnitude result from reducing trade
costs in agriculture and mining, finance, or food and textile sectors. These are all
highly interconnected sectors, as well saw earlier. Trade costs facing those sectors
will have a disproportionately negative aggregate effect. To see this, we plot the
gains against each sector’s input–output multiplier—it displays a clear positive
relationship, although equipment and vehicles have relatively lower costs and
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therefore smaller gains. These results suggest that efforts by policy makers to
harmonize trucking regulations or to consolidate Canada’s securities regulators
into a single Federal agency appear to be well targeted. On the other end of the
spectrum, liberalizing education, health, construction, or telecommunications
appear to have little effect on aggregate welfare. If political constraints demand
a piecemeal approach to liberalization, highly interconnected sectors are where
to start.

4.3.3. Other informative experiments
Reducing trade costs by 10% in the previous exercises is, of course, arbitrary.
Larger reductions result in higher gains. Reducing internal trade costs across all
sectors in half, for example, increases aggregate welfare by 7.6%. How large of a
trade cost reduction is reasonable for policy makers? In this section, we explore a
few answers to this question as well as some other informative experiments. The
key results are in table 6.

First, trade cost asymmetries are likely to reflect factors that policy makers
can influence. If trade costs are larger when goods within the same industry
move from Ontario to Manitoba than when those same goods move from Man-
itoba to Ontario, then something beyond simple geographic distance, time, or
information costs are involved. To measure the consequences of these asym-
metries on welfare, we consider a counterfactual where ¿̂

j
ni =min(1, t j

n=t j
i ), which

follows from equation (2). This reflects changing trade costs between two
provinces to the minimum observed cost in either direction. The gains are sub-
stantial, with aggregate gains of 3.3%—equivalent to a real GDP gain of $57
billion.

Our second approach to estimating the effect of policy-relevant costs involved
purging the Head-Ries measure of variation related to geographic distance be-
tween trading partners. Overall, these residual non-distance factors amplify aver-
age trade costs in Canada by nearly 15%. The welfare gains from removing those
costs are smaller than removing cost asymmetries, but still 6.8% (equivalent to
$130 billion). The Atlantic provinces, as before, gain substantially more than the
others. Consequently, regional income variation in this experiment decline by
1.2%. This, and the previous gains from removing trade cost asymmetries, are
strongly suggestive that the gains from further internal trade reform in Canada
are substantial.

Next, consider the counterfactual of zero relative trade costs. For this, we
would ideally simulate ¿̂

j
ni =1=¿

j
ni though we do not have a direct measure of ¿

j
ni .

Instead, we simulate ¿̂
j
ni =1=¿̃

j
ni , where ¿̃

j
ni is the augmented Head-Ries index de-

scribed in section 4.3.1. This exercise reduces all between-province costs between
n and i to the average of their within-province costs (¿ j

nn¿
j
ii)

1=2. The counterfac-
tual aggregate welfare is 52% higher than the initial equilibrium. At the province
level, gains can be as high as 285% for PEI and most provinces see gains of well
over 100%. The smallest gains are in Ontario, where welfare rises by only one
quarter.
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Finally, the Canadian province of Quebec periodically experiences strong
political support for separation from the rest of Canada. Debates surrounding
common currency or a customs union typically feature prominently in public dis-
cussions of the economic consequences of separation. How would an increase in
trade costs between Quebec and the rest of Canada affect welfare? We investigate
the counterfactual where ¿̂

j
ni =1.1 if n or i is Quebec, and ¿̂

j
ni =1 otherwise. Every

province loses from this event, with loses varying between 0.5% for Ontario to
0.2% for Alberta. Quebec, of course, loses the most, with welfare in that province
falling by 4.8%.

5. Conclusion

International trade, and its costs, receives substantial attention by researchers,
policy makers and the public at large; in contrast, internal trade receives little.
For Canada, internal trade is nearly as large as international trade and—despite
the lack of explicit tariffs—internal trade still faces substantial costs. Recently,
there is a renewed push among policy makers in Canada to reduce these (mainly
regulatory) costs. As reform is often sector-by-sector, we flexibly measure trade
costs, and the gains from liberalization, at the industry level. To quantify the con-
sequences of these internal trade costs, we use a recent quantitative theoretical
frameworkfeaturingmultiple interconnected industries (CaliendoandParro2015).

The gains from reducing internal trade costs are large. On average, reducing in-
ternal trade costs by 10% increases aggregate welfare by 0.9%—equivalent to over
$17 billion. Various measures of policy-relevant trade costs reveals large scope
for liberalization, with large aggregate gains. For example, trade cost asymme-
tries (where costs to import goods from Alberta into Ontario differ from costs
to import goods from Ontario into Alberta) increase the cost of trading be-
tween provinces by roughly 8%. We estimate that removing these costs would
increase Canada’s aggregate welfare by over 3%. Even larger, we estimate trade
costs unrelated to distance of nearly 15%, with welfare rising almost 7% by their
elimination. Interconnections between industries through input–output linkages
matter. First, they amplify gains from trade and the aggregate consequences of
trade costs. Second, and more important for our purposes, sectors with large
input–output multipliers—such as chemicals (which includes refined products),
agriculture, mining, food, textiles and finance—yield the largest gains from uni-
lateral liberalization. Reducing trade costs in the finance industry by 10%, for
example, increases aggregate welfare by 0.1%. This matters, as policy makers
often take a sector-by-sector approach to reform.

Overall, trade costs within Canada are large, as are the gains from reducing
these costs. Our estimates suggest internal trade liberalization could add $50–$130
billion to Canada’s overall GDP—in line with the government’s own estimates of
$50 billion in potential gains. Improving the internal flow of goods and services
within Canada should therefore be a priority.
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